1. **Submission of presentation slides (25%)**: Presentation slides (in Microsoft PowerPoint or LaTeX format) must be electronically submitted to tzuyang_yu@UML.EDU before 12:00 PM EST on December 7th, 2017 (Thursday). Late submissions of your slides will lose 25% of your total presentation score.

2. **Quality of presentation slides (25%)**: Slides need to be professionally prepared. You may use the same report structure for your oral presentation. Avoid the following common errors in your slides.
   - Misspelling
   - Grammatical errors
   - Undefined parameters/variables
   - Incomplete description of approach/result

3. **Quality of oral presentation (30%)**: Oral presentation must be clear and understandable. Avoid the following common errors in your slides.
   - Speaking poorly (e.g., poor English, poor logic)
   - Not covering all aspects in the experimental work
   - Not summarizing key findings
   - Not answering questions clearly

4. **Time control (20%)**: A presentation schedule for all teams will be announced by November 23rd, 2017 (two weeks in advance). Must finish all slides within designated time period.